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%wds or sag, 1 (q.v.), m. ashes, 48.
twatma, m. one's owa self; hence, the Self, recognized as
identical with the Supreme ; $g« dat. swdtmas, to the
Supreme Self, 61 ; sMnkar-swafma, Sankara (i. e. ^iva)
recognized as one with Self, 39, 40.
swayam, oneself (borrowed from Sanskrit), 33,
s5y, suy, see tih*
$yundu, m. the river Sindh, one of the three principal rivers of
Kashmir. Its waters are sacred. sywulu-zal, pi the waters
of the Sindh, 81.
*az> f. fuller's earth, 103,
ta, 1, conj. and, 33 4, 13, 17, 20, 22, 24, 29, 31, 35 (bis), 37,
39, 41, 44, 48, 52, 56-7, 78-9, 89, 90-1, 94-5, 101-2-3;
K. Pr. 18 (Ms), 102 (bis) ; na ta, and not, nor, 96-7 ; K. Pr.
47, 102 ; cf. na ta under ta, 2 ; na . . . na , . . ta, not . . .
nor . . . nor, 15. A strengthened form of this word is
toy, 1, q.v.
ta, 2, conj. then, and then, and next, thereupon (= Hindi fo)
(in this sense often scarcely distinguishable from ta, 1),
1, 4, 19, 23, 43, 47, 68, 82, 104 ; then, and then, thereafter,
but, 98 ; then, so, accordingly, therefore, 21, 30, 33, 42, 46,
51-2, 54, 70, 80-1, 89, 99 (bis), 100 ; K. Pr. 46 (quater) ;
then, so that, 66 ; then, and yet, nevertheless, 60 ; then,
used to indicate the apodosis of a conditional or quasi-
conditional, sentence, 2, 27, 55, 87, or the antecedent clause
of a relative clause, 61 ; often (like the Hindi to) colouring
a whole sentence, but itself hardly translatable, I wonder if,
well then, verily, &c., according to the context, 9, 19, 92 ;
na ta (= Hindi nab* to), otherwise, or else/ 19, 71 ; K. Pr.
150 ; cf. na ta tinder ta, 1. A strengthened form of this
word is toy, 2, q»v.
ti, conj. (= Hindi Wti) also, 48, 106 ; K. Pr. 18 ; even, 32, 48 ;
keh ti na, nothing at all, 9, 11 ; tick ti no, nothing at all, 90 ;
kafefi ti no satJt, no substance at all, 41 ; kSh ti na kMth, no
harm, at all, 77 ; to ti (Hindi tau bfti), even then, 29.
#, = ta, 2, in to ti (Hindi tau Ml), even then, 29.
tad ay, adv. then only, then and not till then, 77.
tagun, conj. 2, to be known how to be done, to be possible.
This verb is used as a potential verb, the ability always
being mental, not physical (cf. the Sanskrit tajjnana-, by
which pandits translate this word) ; tih yes tagi, to whom
that is possible, i.e. he who knows how to do that, 24;
tih yes karwn tagi, to whom the doing that is possible, he
who knows how to do that, 37* If it is desired to

